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Abstract
The ERC Advanced Grant COXINEL aims at demonstrating free electron laser amplification, at a resonant wavelength
of 200 nm, based on a laser plasma acceleration source. To
achieve the amplification, a 8 m long dedicated transport
line was designed to manipulate the beam qualities. It starts
with a triplet of permanent magnet with tunable gradient
quadrupoles (QUAPEVA) that handles the highly divergent
electron beam, a demixing chicane with a slit to reduce
the energy spread per slice, and a set of electromagnetic
quadrupoles to provide a chromatic focusing in a 2 m long
cryogenic undulator. Electrons of energy 176 MeV were successfully transported throughout the line, where the beam
positioning and dispersion were controlled efficiently thanks
to a specific beam based alignment method, as well as the
energy range by varying the slit width. Observations of
undulator radiation for different undulator gaps are reported.

INTRODUCTION

Laser Plasma Acceleration (LPA) [1–3] has proven to be
an efficient way to produce high energy electrons within a
short accelerating distance. It can produce a GeV electron
beam within a distance of few cms [4], high peak current
up to 10 kA and short bunch length (few fs). However, the
divergence is quite high of the order of few mrads and so
is the energy spread (few %) [5]. A powerful laser focused
on a gas chamber ionizes the gas molecules and pushes the
electrons out of its path leaving the ions un-affected. This
induces a plasma wave with an intense electric field following the direction of the laser. The electron beam caught in
between the laser pulse and the plasma wave is accelerated
until it surpasses the wave and thus attains maximum energy
possible.
Undulator radiation has been successively observed [6–
10] using LPA source, while Free Electron Laser (FEL)
based applications remain very challenging due to the beam
quality that does not fit the FEL requirements:
(
∗
†

ǫ N < γλ
4π
σγ < ρ

where ǫ N is the normalized emittance, γ the Lorentz factor, λ the radiation wavelength to be amplified, σγ the energy
spread (FWHM) and ρ the pierce parameter:
ρ=

h1 I
2 2
2 i 1/3
peak λu K [J J]
16 I A 4π 2 γ 2 σx σz

(2)

where I peak is the peak current, I A the Alfven current (17
kA), λu the undulator magnetic period, K the deflection parameter proportional to the undulator peak field and period,
K2
[JJ] = J0 (κ)− J1 (κ) (κ = 4+2K
2 ), σx and σz are the horizontal
and vertical beam size (rms) respectively.
COXINEL [11 –19] , among other LPA based projects [ 20 ,
21 ], aims at demonstrating FEL amplification by the help
of a dedicated transport line to handle and manipulate the
beam properties [22].

BEAM MANIPULATION LINE
The line starts by focusing an intense Sa:Ti laser (800 nm)
with 30 TW power, 1.5 mJ energy and 30 fs pulse duration
on a gas jet composed of 99% He and 1% N2 . The baseline
reference case of the slice beam parameters produced are
shown in Table 1 (source). High gradient quadrupoles (∼200
T/m) are used to decrease the beam divergence, and a chicane
accompanied with a slit to select the desired energy. Table
1 (undulator) presents the electron beam parameters after
beam manipulation. The divergence is reduced by a factor of
10 with a beam size of 50 µm corresponding to a normalized
emittance of 1.7 mm.mrad that satisfy the first FEL condition.
The slice energy spread is reduced by a factor of 10 on the
expense of the peak current where the beam is decompressed
(longer bunch length). Thus FEL amplification is feasible
after such manipulation.
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Table 1: COXINEL Baseline Reference Case at the
Source and at the Undulator after Beam Manipulation

Table 2: QUAPEVA Parameters

Parameters
Slice Parameters
Divergence
Beam size
Bunch length (rms)
Charge
Peak Current
σγ
ǫN

Source

Undulator

1 mrad
1 µm
3.3 fs
34 pC
4.4 kA
1% rms
1 mm.mrad

0.1 mrad
50 µm
33 fs
34 pC
440 A
0.1% rms
1.7 mm.mrad

MAGNETIC ELEMENTS
The first magnetic element placed 5 cm after the gas jet
is a triplet of permanent magnet based quadrupoles with
high tunable gradient (QUAPEVAs) [23]; followed by a
chicane composed of four electro-magnet dipoles; a set of
four electro-magnet quadrupoles to ensure good focusing
inside the undulator; a cryo-ready undulator and finally a
dipole dump (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Schematic view of COXINEL transport line. Left
to right: Laser, gas jet, permanent magnet quadrupoles [23],
four electro-magnet dipoles (chicane), four electro-magnet
quadrupoles, undulator and dipole dump.

Gradient (G)
Remanent Field (Br )
Coercivity (Hc j )
Pole saturation

Value

Unit

110 - 200
1.26
1830
2.35

T/m
T
kA/m
T

Chicane
The chicane consists of four electro-magnet dipoles with a
maximum field of 0.55 T. Figure 3 shows the dipoles
installed on the transport line. In the center, an adjustable
slit with varying width is placed [24, 25]. Once the beam
passes through the first two dipoles it is dispersed
longitudinally and horizontally as shown in Fig. 4, and by
closing the slit one is able to select a smaller energy range.

Figure 3: Second section of the chicane.

QUAPEVAs
The QUAPEVA [23] is composed of two superimposed
quadrupoles, one placed at the center following a Halbach
configuration, surrounded by another that consists of four
rotating cylindrical magnets to provide the gradient variability (see Fig.2). Table 2 shows the QUAPEVA parameters
alongside the characteristics of the magnets and poles.
Figure 4: (a) Electron beam before the chicane, (b) after the
first two dipoles of the chicane.

Quadrupoles
A set of four electro-magnet quadrupoles is installed after
the chicane as shown in Fig. 5 to enable good focusing inside
the undulator. The magnetic length of the quadrupole is 200
mm with a maximum gradient attained at 20 T/m.

Figure 2: (a) mechanical design, (b) actual device.
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Figure 5: Set of four electro-magnet quadrupoles (blue) and
a steerer (cyan) in between the last two.
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Figure 7: Measured electron beam on a Lanex screen placed
64 cm away from the first set of quadrupoles. (a) without
QUAPEVAs, (b) with QUAPEVAs.

ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
Electron beam diagnostics are installed all along the line
[26]. Five scintillator screens (YAG and LANEX) placed:
after the first set of quadrupoles, inside the chicane, before
undulator, after undulator and after dipole dump. Two Integrated Current Transformers (ICTs) to measure the beam
charge: one after the first set of quadrupoles and one after
the undulator.

Beam Transport

The energy of the beam produced ranges from 50 MeV to
200 MeV. Figure 6 shows an electron beam measurement
using a dipole and an electron spectrometer placed after
the gas jet. The vertical divergence per slice (±5 MeV) is
around 1.5 mrad rms.

Figure 8: Electron beam measured (Top) and computed
(Bottom) along the line. (a): Imager 2 (middle of chicane),
(b): Imager 4 (before the undulator), (c) Imager 5 (after the
undulator.

skew quadrupolar term of the QUAPEVAs, it has been later
corrected using mechanical shims.

PHOTON SOURCE
The source of radiation is a cryo-ready undulator (parameters shown in Table 3), meaning it can function at both room
and cryogenic temperatures [27 – 30]. It is currently operating at room temperature due to infrastructure reasons. Figure 9
shows the undulator installed at COXINEL, it consists of a
carriage with a metallic base where the girders are separated
by a gap and can be varied by two steps motors.
Figure 6: Electron beam measured using a dipole and an
electron spectrometer.

Figure 7 shows an electron beam measurement at screen
1 (after the QUAPEVAs) without (a) and with the triplet
(b). The large divergent beam is well focused, where the
horizontal size is reduced by a factor of 3 and the vertical
size by a factor of 2. The cross shape is due to the large
energy spread that leads to chromatic effects. Figure 8
shows the electron beam measured at different locations of
the transport line (Top) compared to the simulation
(Bottom), and they show a very good agreement. The
electron beam measured is tilted compared to the
simulations due to the

Table 3: Undulator Parameters

Parameters

Value

Technology
Magnet material
Remanence field
Coercivity
Pole material
Period
No of periods

Hybrid cryogenic
CR53-Hitachi (Pr2 Fe14 B)
1.32 T
1.63 T
Vanadium Permendur
18 mm
107
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nm bandwidth, centered at 254 nm with 38 nm bandwith;
centered at 300 nm with 45 nm bandwidth.

where λu is the undulator period, γ the Lorentz factor, K =
93.4B[T]λu [m] the deflection parameter, B the peak field
and θ the angle of the emitted radiation with respect to the
observer.

Figure 11: CCD camera installed 3 m from the exit of the
undulator.

Figure 9: Undulator picture installed on COXINEL transport
line.
The undulator can be closed to a minimum gap value
of 4.55 mm and vary up to 30 mm. The magnetic field
computed by RADIA [31 ] and measured with a Hall probe
versus gap are shown in Fig. 10-a. For an energy of 176
MeV, the radiation spans between 180 nm - 280 nm (see Fig.
10-b).

Figure12a presents a computation of the transverse photon
beam shape using SRWE [ 32] with electron beam parameters computed by beta code. Fig 12-b shows the integrated
instensity measurements with the CCD camera compared to
simulations for four different optical filter cases (No filter,
300 nm, 254 nm and 200 nm filter). In the case where no
optical filter is applied (black), the window captures all the
radiation emitted which scales as an exponential decay versus gap (P ∝ B2 ) and the intensity drops when the optical
filters are applied. For small gaps (5 mm - 6 mm) there is
a bump for the 200 nm filter case, and that is caused by the
fact that the on-axis radiation (resonance) have a spectral
flux ∼ half of the off-axis ones.

Figure 12: (a) Transverse beam shape computed. (b) Integrated intensity measured by the CCD camera (points) and
computed using SRWE (dashed). Different optical filters
applied: (red) centered at 300 nm with a 45 nm bandwidth,
(green) centered at 254 nm optical filter with a 38 nm bandwidth, (blue) centerd at 200 nm with 10 nm bandwidth,
(black) no filter is applied.
Figure 10: (a) peak field computed (blue) and measured (red)
versus undulator gap. (b) theoretical wavelength calculated
using Eq. 3.

PHOTON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
Angular Flux
A Charge Couple Device (CCD) camera is installed 3 m
from the exit of the undulator as shown in Fig. 11. Three
optical filters were tested: centered around 200 nm with 10

Spectral Flux
An iris is placed 2.28 m from the last magnet of the undulator, immediately followed by a spherical lens of focal
length 240 mm to focus the radiation at the spectrometer slit
placed at a distance equal to the focal length (see Fig. 13).
The flux has been measured with the spectrometer for
different undulator gaps. Figure14 shows one of these measurements for a 4.55 mm gap.
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Figure 13: schematic view of photon beam diagnostic line.
left to right: undulator, steerer, dipole dump, lens, spectrometer.

Figure 14: Spectral flux measured with the spectrometer.

CONCLUSION
The COXINEL line enables to control, manipulate and
transport of a highly divergent beam produced by laser
plasma acceleration source. High gradient permanent magnet quadrupoles enable beam pointing alignment compensation (position control and dispersion compensation) thanks
to the transverse adjustable tables. The chicane accompanied with a slit provides a reduction in the energy spread.
Undulator radiation has been measured using a CCD camera (Transverse beam shape) and a spectrometer (spectral
flux) for different undulator gaps, and gave insight on the
electron beam parameters. By further improving the beam
quality, attaining free electron laser amplification is not that
far fetched.
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